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On February 2 , 2018, a meeting was held with the Technical Committee members of the Norfolk
and Virginia Beach Joint Land Use Study (JLUS). The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the
Phase 3 analysis and report, introduce the proposed “Sub Areas” for action/further study, and
discuss next steps. A copy of the meeting sign-in sheet and presentation is attached to these
meeting notes.
These meeting notes are provided as a summary of the discussion held during the meeting and
are organized by topic area.
Phase 3 Analysis Update
Analysis Methodology Overview: Defining Key Issues
 Committee discussion focused on how to group/prioritize the issues so that they focus on
resiliency. Some of the issues (truck traffic, neighborhood cut through traffic, etc.) are not a
primary focus for the study and could be addressed through other ongoing processes. The
report can highlight a broader set of issues and include a list of recommendations that get
addressed through other processes. A large part of the discussion focused on defining the
issues that cause the greatest impact on the Navy’s ability to perform its mission.
o Christine Morris with the City of Norfolk suggested breaking out the issues by groups
(Navy, City, etc.) and to focusing on those issues that we can’t control. She went on to
say that the cities know what the issues are and in many cases have plans to address the
issues. However, flooding is something we can’t control. In general, there was a desire to
focus on the issues that the Navy and cities need to collaborate on to solve effectively.
Bob Crum with the HRPDC recommended re-grouping the issues under broader
umbrellas. Christine Morris suggested redefining “roadway flooding” as “getting to the
base,” and include issues like transit and congestion under that umbrella.
o Doug Beaver with the City of Norfolk pointed out that water supply redundancy for Naval
Station Norfolk is a high-priority issue, based on issues with water main breaks during
recent winter storms. Several committee members felt that water, sewer, and power
issues should be a higher level of concern that noted in the memo.
o Doug Beaver pointed out that the Navy has a classified system/reporting tool that it uses
to track risks to its mission, including issues with utilities, etc. He asked the Navy regional
CPLOs if something from that reporting system could be shared with AECOM.
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The Committee discussed the proposed second runway at Norfolk International Airport.
There was agreement to frame the issue with the airport, in this JLUS, more specifically
as a drainage issue for JEB Little Creek and not take on the larger airport expansion
issue within this JLUS. It was agreed that (airport related) drainage should be thoroughly
studied to determine the root cause of the flooding on the JEB Little Creek installation.
The original list of 13 issues was refined to the following “top five” issues:
1. Roadway flooding (getting to the base)
2. Stormwater infrastructure capacity and condition
3. Maintaining and improving communication channels
4. Stormwater runoff from new development
5. Reliable and redundant utility connections.
A suggestion was made to recast the Venn diagram of topics to show issues versus
topics.

Methodology
 AECOM confirmed the flooding and sea level rise scenarios selected for the analysis:
o Minor Tidal Flooding: peak water level of 1.5’ above Mean Higher High Water (MHHW)
o Sea Level Rise: defined as a range of 1.5 feet to 3.0 feet
o Extreme Water Levels: not integrated in the present vulnerability analysis; FEMA Region
III EWLS could be considered during the recommendation phase
 Several members of the Committee inquired about the role of land subsidence in the
scenarios being used for the analysis. Brian Joyner with Moffatt & Nichol explained that the
NOAA and VIMS sea level rise curves include land subsidence in their assumptions. Tom
Leahy with the City of Virginia Beach noted that land subsidence issues had been a focus of
Virginia Beach’s discussions with HRSD.
 Mercedes Holland, CPLO for JEB Little Creek-Fort Story noted that they would like to see
historical flood complaint locations in conjunction with information showing the locations of onbase flooding. JEB Little Creek does not have GIS based complaint data but could provide
anecdotal data. NS Norfolk does have documented flooding data. Michael King with the Navy
stated that he would like to see the Navy zip-code-based commuter data overlaid with flood
complaints.
Community Asset Analysis
 Committee discussion on the community assets analysis focused on mission readiness for
the Navy.
o Christine Morris reiterated that she would like to see the nexus to mission readiness, and
asked if the JLUS is intended to include recommendations for fixing issues like schools.
Tom Leahy, City of Virginia Beach, noted that when schools are closed it does have an
impact on Navy personnel since they often have to stay home from work to take care of
their children. AECOM noted that the JLUS is not intended to recommend specific
building-level improvements to schools but the analysis is intended to provide a
comprehensive look at what assets might be affected over time.
o Tom Leahy with the City of Virginia Beach echoed Christine’s point that they need the
Navy to be able to “get behind” certain issues in order for a partnership to be effective.
o Mercedes Holland noted that impacts to wastewater treatment plants would be something
that would impact bases directly.
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Ben McFarlane also noted that the infrastructure the installations depend on isn’t always
necessarily right outside the fence line.
AECOM was asked to also show the new Gate 6 at NS Norfolk on the analysis maps.
No changes were recommended to the list of assets included in the analysis.

Regional Transportation Infrastructure
 AECOM reviewed the process for determining “Roadways Serving the Navy,” and discussed
how congestion information was utilized. AECOM also discussed the data provided by
HRPDC showing Navy commuting patterns by zip code:
o
Currently, only data for Naval Station Norfolk is available
 The data does not include contractors.
 Michael King noted that it was important to keep the data (i.e. the 9-digit zip code
data) at the “internal analysis level,” to avoid showing any information that could
compromise privacy. As of now only 5 digit zip code data will be incorporated into
the analysis and integrated into the presentation.
 Ben McFarlane stated that HRPDC will try to aggregate the data in a way that
anonymizes it to the appropriate level.
 Steve Jones with NS Norfolk noted that NS Norfolk did a similar study, but that
they used Census data.
 The limited transit options serving the installations were briefly discussed:
o
There is desire for a transit hub outside of Gate 4 at NS Norfolk (not Gates 1 and 2 as
noted in the presentation).
 AECOM introduced the Transportation Vulnerability assessment that evaluated exposure of
roadways to tidal flooding and Sea Level Rise (SLR) using the HRPDC Digital Elevation
Model (DEM) and Minor Tidal Flooding grids. The exposure was based on depth of water
estimated to occur at the lowest grade along each roadway segment
o
AECOM noted some areas that arose as “problem areas” under all three SLR scenarios
th
(Hampton Boulevard north of 49 Street, Shore Drive adjacent to JEB Little Creek and
on either side of the Lesner Bridge, Ocean View Avenue in Willoughby, the intersection
of Tidewater Drive and Little Creek Road, Brambleton Avenue west of Boush Street in
Downtown Norfolk).
o
Sam Belfield with HRTPO said that, in doing their roadway flooding analysis for their
Military Transportation Needs Study, he had to manually eliminate bridge approaches
that were showing as flooded but actually weren’t. Brian Joyner noted his comment, and
stated that he had removed some approaches but there may be others still in the
regional dataset. In addition, some segments of roadway have been constructed or
improved since the HRPDC DEM’s data values were captures, such as the segment of
Nimmo Parkway shown as flood-affected. These segments may need to be revisited.
o
The current analysis (focus of the JLUS) does not evaluate roadway flooding on the
Navy installations. Mercedes Holland stated that the most problematic flooding for the
JEB Little Creek installation occurs on-base. Doug Beaver also noted that there is
flooding on-base at Naval Station Norfolk that was not captured by AECOM’s analysis.
o
Tom Leahy noted that the City of Virginia Beach is funding a project this year to raise
portions of Sandbridge Road. The project should be built in 4 or 5 years.
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Access Analysis
 The purpose of the analysis was to identify areas and assets that could be affected, but not
necessarily flooded, and to take a closer look at assets that residents need access to on a
regular basis and/or in an emergency situation.
 The top assets affected by the asset analysis were discussed, and the assets shown as
impacted by both the asset vulnerability analysis and the access analysis were identified.
 Mercedes Holland confirmed that Shore Drive between Little Creek and Fort Story already
presents a major access issue.
 Tom Leahy noted that the City of Virginia Beach has identified 6 “critical areas,” and all of
them are encompassed by the areas that AECOM identified as having access issues.
 Michael King inquired if major storms would be added to the analysis; Brian Joyner stated that
they could be used to test the solutions proposed by the JLUS.
Utility Network
 Steve Jones, CPLO for Naval Station Norfolk, noted that he should be able to share more
information from the infrastructure study being conducted by Homeland Security for Naval
Station Norfolk. He also stated that, based on his understanding, getting workers to and from
critical infrastructure like substations and water treatment plants via flooded roadways was
more of an issue than flood impacts to the actual infrastructure components.
 Christine Morris asserted that, for the purposes of this study, it should be assumed that
Dominion Energy is addressing many of the issues discussed (flooding sub stations) as part
of their own CIP plan. She also noted that the Sandia study is a good resource for
information about future flood impacts to critical infrastructure for Naval Station Norfolk.
 Doug Beaver suggested adding the Hampton Boulevard underpass (which relies on electric
stormwater pumps to keep the underpass clear during rain events) to this list of areas where
access could be compromised.
 Tom Leahy noted that the loss of power to sanitary pump stations, or massive inflow due to
infiltration of runoff into pipes during storms, are what cause the most issues, versus flooding
of the pump stations themselves; he also noted that the City of Virginia Beach is currently
building pump stations 3 feet above FEMA flood levels.
Regional Coordination
 AECOM briefly discussed the areas where regional coordination is needed to address
flooding, resilience, and other JLUS issues. Brian Ballard inquired if there was anyone from
the state of Virginia on the JLUS committees and suggested there should be a representative.
Ben McFarlane noted that he has reached out to the state in the past about the JLUS, but has
not received a response.
Target Areas for Action
 The seven sub areas identified by AECOM for as areas for action/further study were
discussed with the Committee with a focus on how the cities and Navy could better partner.
 Committee discussion focused on how targeting these sub areas could better involve the
Navy as a partner for future projects:
o Christine Morris asserted that the City of Norfolk needs a partner in the Navy, and asked
the Navy to identify which of these focus areas are critical for them.
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Michael King responded that the Navy currently gives input to City CIP projects, and
noted the importance of documenting areas of concern in the JLUS, regardless of
whether they end up being the areas chosen for interventions.
Tom Leahy noted that having the Navy as a partner is critical in the permitting process.
He also said that Navy support can help the cities get funding for CIP projects already on
the books.
Brian Ballard noted that some of the sub areas seem more relevant to the Navy than
others (sub areas 1, 3, 4, 5)
Christine Morris stated that she sees the NS Norfolk to Fort Story corridor (W. Ocean
View Avenue to Shore Drive) and the Hampton Boulevard corridor as major corridors for
projects/interventions.
Brian Ballard asserted that sub areas 1,3,4, and 5 seemed like logical focus areas.
Keith Cannaday with HRPDC noted that it is critical to quantify impacts in these sub areas
– total employment, military personnel living in the areas, access, etc. Sam Belfield and
Whitney McNamara with the City of Virginia Beach agreed. AECOM explained that the
current metrics quantify those specific areas impacted under the three flooding scenarios
and/or areas affected under the access analysis. The metrics do not calculate all areas in
the box. AECOM will incorporate the military commuting data into the analysis when it is
made available.
Several committee members, including Shanda Davenport with the City of Virginia Beach
and Michael King concluded that it was important not to completely “eliminate” any of the
sub areas from discussion, but to focus on the areas that seemed most critical, and come
back to the other areas when, and if, appropriate.
Ben McFarlane asserted that the main goal of this JLUS is to look at resilience through
the lens of the military. One outcome could be that the JLUS helps to elevate existing
projects in their priority for the region or redefine them through this lens.
Bob Crum noted that officials at the state and federal levels have much more of an
“appetite” for funding multi-city projects than projects in a single locality. Several
committee members, including Michael King and Keith Cannaday, concurred.
Ben McFarlane asked the committee to confirm that the JLUS will focus on Sub Areas
1,3,4, and 5 going forward. There was general consensus among the committee that
these should be the areas of focus.
Michael King noted that it is important to continue documenting study methodology, as
the Navy will need to define these assumptions when requesting support and/or funding.

JLUS Next Steps
 AECOM briefly discussed the next steps in the JLUS process:
o Obtain comments from Phase 3 Analysis (2/12/18)
o Issue Development and Floodplain Code Assessment (2/16/18)
o Schedule outreach activities. Ben McFarlane will be issuing follow up materials to the
committee regarding public outreach efforts with a goal of finalizing the strategy by
mid-February.
o Finalize public meeting presentation and materials (target mid-March for public
meeting)
o Technical Committee Workshop (late April)
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Joint Land Use Study
Hampton Roads Region //
Norfolk and Virginia Beach
Technical Committee Meeting

February 2nd, 2018

Meeting Agenda

Phase 3 Analysis Update
Analysis Methodology Overview
Findings
• Community Assets
• Regional Transportation Infrastructure
• Access Analysis
• Utility Network
• Regional Coordination
• Focus Areas
Next Steps
Public Outreach Strategy Update (HRPDC)
Adjourn
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Phase 3 Analysis

Process

4

Defining Key Issues

– 13 primary issues; most have a direct relationship to flooding and SLR
– Informed by stakeholder interviews, Navy focus groups, preliminary
analysis, and Technical Committee guidance
– Framework diagram illustrates interdependencies
5

Methodology

1. Determine datasets for flooding and sea level rise analysis
2. Evaluate impacts on community assets, transportation, utilities
under each scenario
3. Assess access
4. Define target areas for action
6

Flooding Scenarios

Minor Tidal
Flooding

Defined as a peak water level of Acceptable range used in public
notices and warnings in project
1.5’ above Mean Higher High
Water (MHHW)
region

Sea Level
Rise

Defined a range of 1.5 feet to
3.0 feet

SERDP/CARSWG; NOAA,
USACE, VIMS
Selected range captures most of
the projections evaluated

Extreme
Water
Levels

Not integrated into present
vulnerability analysis; FEMA
Region III EWLs could be
considered during
recommendation phase

CARSWG, USACE NACCS,
FEMA Region III
CARSWG and FEMA Region III
data sets show relative
agreement
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Sea Level Rise (feet) above Local MSL Datum
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Relative Sea Level Rise Values from CARSWG (Hall et. al, 2016),
USACE Calculator-Sewells Point
and from VIMS Tidewater Recurrent Flooding Report (2012)
USACE Low/NOAA Low

8

USACE Int/NOAA Int Low

7

USACE High

•

NOAA Int High

SLR estimates from CARSWG agree
reasonably with estimates from NOAA,
USACE and VIMS in the study area

NOAA High
6

6.0 feet

VIMS Historic
VIMS High

5

VIMS Highest

4.5 feet

CARSWG Lowest
4

CARSWG Low
CARSWG Medium

3

3.0 feet

CARSWG High
CARSWG Highest

2
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Historical Flooding Complaints
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Flooding Scenarios
• Minor Tidal Flooding with 0’ SLR
• Minor Tidal Flooding with 1.5’ SLR
• Minor Tidal Flooding with 3.0’ SLR
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Community Assets Analyzed
• Hospitals
• Fire and Emergency
Management Services (EMS)
stations
• Police stations
• Schools
• Emergency Shelters
• Emergency Operation Centers
• Electric substations
• Water and sanitary pump stations
• Water and waste water treatment
plants

*Roadways were analyzed separately as part of the
transportation infrastructure analysis

– Determined exposure for each asset
under each flooding scenario based
on depth of water at lowest adjacent
grade to the building
– 1238 assets identified at outset

– 124 affected in one or more of the
scenarios (10%)
11

Community Assets Affected
Community Asset

Locality

0’ SLR

1.5’ SLR

Norfolk Sentara

Norfolk



Fire Station #6

Norfolk



Fire 01/EMS 22 – First Landing

Virginia Beach



Fire and Police Administration

Norfolk



Willoughby Elementary*

Norfolk



Tidewater Park Elementary*

Norfolk

St. Patrick's Catholic School, Ghent Montessori
School, Ruffner Academy, Faith Academy School,
Trinity Lutheran School

Norfolk

Norfolk Christian Schools

Norfolk









 (2)

Emergency Shelters
Electric Substations
 (10)

Sanitary Pump Stations

 (1)

 (2)

 (40)

 (102)
 (1)

Water Pump Stations
37th Street Water Plant

Norfolk



Moores Bridges Water Plant

Norfolk



Virginia Initiative WWTP

Norfolk







Army Base WWTP

Norfolk







Atlantic WWTP

Virginia Beach

Chesapeake Elizabeth WWTP

Virginia Beach
Totals

•

3.0 SLR



12

46

124

School is also an Emergency Shelter
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Community Assets Exposed to Flooding
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Community Assets – Discussion
• Do you agree with the list of assets?
• Do you have any questions about the analysis approach?
• Any other comments?
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Regional Transportation Infrastructure
– Roadways Serving the Navy
– Level of Service (Congestion)
– Vulnerability Assessment

– Transit and Alternative
Transportation Options
– Port Development
– Capital Improvement Projects

15

Roadways Serving the Navy
– Everyone is using the same
roadways; some corridors have
added significance to military
– Strategic Highway Network
(STRAHNET) is defined by DoD
as the “minimum public highway
infrastructure…needed to fulfill
its mission and to ensure
defense readiness capability.

HRTPO
STRAHNET

NAVY

– HRTPO Military Transportation
Needs Study

Over 200 miles of
Primary + Secondary Roadways
Major roadways and arterial roadways that
provide direct access to installation gates and
have a higher impact on readiness
16

Roadways Serving the Navy
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Level of Service Congestion
– Trends show increasing mean
travel time to work

– Hampton Boulevard leading up
to NS Norfolk Gates 1 and 5

– More congestion occurs near
installation access points

– I-564 near Gate 3

– Can lead to cut-through traffic in
neighborhoods, especially near
Gates 4 and 10 of NS Norfolk
– Congestion is more frequent in
PM hours near installations

– Shore Drive near JEB Little
Creek Gates 1 and 3
– Independence Boulevard
leading up to JEB Little Creek
Gate 5
– Portions of London Bridge Road
on west and north side of NAS
Oceana
– Midtown and Downtown tunnels
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Level of Service – Congestion

19

Navy Commuting Patterns – NS Norfolk
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Transit
Limited transit options
serving the installations

– High dependency on
private vehicles

– Route 3 serves NS Norfolk

– Low ridership challenges

– Route 21 serves JEB Little
Creek (not Fort Story)

– Desire for transit hub near
NS Norfolk Gate 4

– Metro Area Express 918/919
connects Virginia Beach to the
Joint Forces Staff College and
NS Norfolk
– Metro Express 965 (Patrick
Henry Mall to NS Norfolk)
serves NS Norfolk from both
Norfolk and Virginia Beach
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Regional Port Development
– Channel dredging to 55 feet and
widening
– Larger ships (1200’ x 600’)
require one-way traffic in the
narrow channel
– Causes delays in Navy carrier
movements
– Channel project could impact
deperming and degaussing
stations used by Navy

Identified issues
during stakeholder
process

– Port truck traffic also sometimes
misses turn-off and ends up at
installation gate.
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Transportation Vulnerability
– Evaluated exposure of
roadways to tidal flooding
and SLR
– Utilized HRPDC LiDARbased Digital Elevation
Model and MHHW grids
– Exposure based on depth
of water estimated to
occur at the lowest grade
along each roadway
segment

Exposure Determined By:
MHHW Depth = MHHW elevation – ground
surface DEM elevation
Minor Tidal
Flooding
Present Day

= MHHW + 1.5’

Minor Tidal
Flooding
and 1.5’ SLR

= Minor Tidal Flooding + 1.5’

Minor Tidal
Flooding
and 3.0’ SLR

= Minor Tidal Flooding + 3.0’
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Transportation Vulnerability
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Transportation Vulnerability

Hampton Boulevard north of 49th Street
Ocean View Avenue in Willoughby
Brambleton Avenue west of Boush Street

Tidewater Drive and Little Creek Road
Shore Drive at Norfolk/Virginia Beach boundary
Shore Drive east and west of Lesner Bridge
25

Transportation Vulnerability

Nimmo Parkway

Sandbridge Road
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Transportation– Discussion
• Do you have any questions about the analysis approach?
• Any other comments?
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Bio Break

Access Analysis
Why do an access
analysis?
• To identify areas and assets
that could be affected, but
not necessarily flooded
• Closer look at assets that
are accessed on a more
regular basis or in an
emergency situation

Community assets evaluated for
access:
– Elementary Schools
– Hospitals
– Police Stations
– Fire Stations
– Emergency Operations Centers
– Emergency Shelters
– Treatment Plants
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Blocked and Indirect Access Definitions
The Shortest Path

Indirect Access *

Blocked Access

2
2

1

* Additional travel distance is greater than 5 miles

2

The shortest
path to
the nearest
asset

2

2

2

Assets
are
blocked
1

Detour to the
same asset
1

2
1

A location in a community

2

Community assets

2

2

A location in
community
is blocked

Network
Shortest path

2

1

Detour to an
alternative
asset
1

Inundated Roadways
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Access Analysis Methodology
1 Existing Evaluation

2

Scenario Evaluation

3 Difference in Miles

4

Existing Network +
Inundated Roadways

(Existing) – (Scenario)

The shortest path to the
closest asset

The shortest path to the
closest asset

“Existing shortest path”
minus
“scenario shortest path”

By Asset Type

By Asset Type

6 Access to Community Assets

6 Assets
Blocked

Significantly
Blocked

2 or More Assets
Blocked

Moderately
Blocked

Less than 2 Assets
Blocked

By Asset Type

No Access

Blocked

> 5 Miles

Indirect

< 5 Miles

Negligible

By Asset Type

5 Stack Level of Access for All Asset Types
Blocked

+

Indirect

Police

Indirect

Fire

# community asset that
are blocked?
All asset types are
equally important

Shelter
Hospital
Elem. School

All Asset Types

Severely
Blocked

Blocked or Indirect Access

Each Asset Type

Existing Network

Level of Access

Emergency Ops
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Access to Community Assets
Minor Tidal Flooding and 0‘ SLR
Issues: Broad Bay near JEB Little Creek-Fort
Story; south of Dam Neck Annex
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Access to Community Assets
Minor Tidal Flooding and 1.5‘ SLR
Issues: Portions of Resort area; East and west of
Lesner Bridge; East Beach neighborhood; Willoughby
Spit, Hampton Boulevard north and south of bridge;
portions of downtown Norfolk; areas south of Dam
Neck Annex
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Access to Community Assets
Minor Tidal Flooding and 3.0‘ SLR
Issues: Large areas along Shore Drive; along Ocean
View Avenue; Oak Springs, Chimney Hill and Windsor
Woods near NAS Oceana; downtown Norfolk;
Hampton Boulevard north and south of bridge;
neighborhoods along Elizabeth River;
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Access Analysis – Top Assets Affected
Asset
Name
Type
Fire Station
FIRE 01 / EMS 22 - First Landing
FIRE 21 / EMS 21 - General Booth
Dam Neck Fire #52
Station Number 1
Station Number 16
Elementary School
Sherwood Forest Elementary
Tidewater Park Elementary
John B Dey Elementary
Ocean Lakes Elementary
Little Creek Elementary
Police Stations
First Precinct Police Station
2nd Precinct/Training
Fire & Police Administration
Third Precinct Police Station
3rd Precinct/ Traffic Division
Shelters
Rosemont Elementary School
Corporate Landing Middle School
Cox High School
Strawbridge Elementary School
Little Creek Elementary
Tidewater Park Elementary
Hospitals
Sentara Princess Anne Medical Center
DePaul Hospital
Sentara Virginia Beach General Hospital
Norfolk Sentara
Children's Hospital of the Kings Daughters

Asset Exposure?
0' SLR
1.5' SLR
3.0' SLR

City
Virginia Beach
Virginia Beach
Virginia Beach
Norfolk
Norfolk

no

no

yes

no

yes

yes

Virginia Beach
Norfolk
Norfolk
Virginia Beach
Norfolk

no

no

yes

Norfolk

no

yes

yes

Norfolk

no

no

yes

Norfolk
Norfolk
Virginia Beach
Virginia Beach
Norfolk

Those assets in
orange are also
directly affected
by one or more
flooding
scenarios and
were picked up in
the community
assets analysis.
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Access Analysis – Discussion
• Do you have any questions about the analysis approach?
• Any other comments?
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Utility Network
Key issues: redundancy; fuel access and storage and
stormwater infrastructure capacity
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Utility Network Vulnerabilities
Power
– Substations along Hampton Boulevard corridor (north of Hampton Boulevard
Bridge), Shore Drive near JEB Little Creek Fort Story, General Booth Boulevard
south of NAS Oceana
– Underpasses of I-564 rely upon stormwater pumps and reliable power to keep
roadway clear.
Water and Sewer
– Multiple sanitary pump stations affected under each scenario
– Virginia Initiative Water Plant, Army Base Plant affected at minor tidal flooding
and 1.5’ SLR scenario; 37th Street, Moore’s Bridges Plant and HRSD Atlantic
Plant affected at 3.0’ SLR scenario
Stormwater
– Mason Creek, Hampton Boulevard, and Boush Creek outfall
– Drainage from areas south of Shore Drive affecting JEB Little Creek
– Culvert along Bells Road near NAS Oceana gate
38

Utilities – Discussion
• Do you have any questions about the analysis approach?
• Are there any concerns about the level of detail
(sensitivity) in what is presented?
• Is there anything missing that should be added to our list
of concerns?
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Regional Coordination

https://pilotonline.com/news/government/virginia/article_e6025881-fb84-5039-bcb0-fa1747e35c65.html
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Regional Coordination
• Executive Leadership Coordination
• Department Level Coordination
• Emergency Response Support
• Development Review
• Land Use Compatibility (Airport expansion and stormwater runoff)
• Coastal Training Areas
• The Port of Virginia
• Information Dissemination
• Data and Technology
• Organization for Regional Collaboration
41

Regional Coordination – Discussion
• Does this list capture the issues that need to be
addressed?
• Any other comments?

42

Target Areas for Action

43

Target Areas for Action
with Flooding Incidents

44

Sub Area Metrics under 3.0’ SLR Scenario

Flooded Areas:
Affected Areas:

Land areas directly affected by flooding under a 3.0-foot SLR scenario
Flooded areas plus the additional areas that are indirectly affected by flooding under
a 3.0-foot SLR scenario
45

Sub Area 1 – Target Areas for Action
•

•

Areas fall mostly in Norfolk Vision 2100
enhancing economic engines and adapting
to rising waters zones
Several major CIP projects

Key Issues to Address:
•
Hampton Boulevard north and south of
bridge up to installation gates
•
W. Ocean View Avenue
•
I-564 underpasses
•
Boush Creek outfall
•
Lafayette Annex access
•
Norfolk Christian Schools
•
St. Patrick’s School
•
Willoughby Elementary
•
Trinity Lutheran School
•
Willoughby Spit access
•
Faith Academy
•
•
•

Substations near NIT and NS Norfolk
37th Street Water Plant
Nearby Army Base WWTP affected

•
•
•
•

Federal Navigation channel
Port Truck traffic
Increased transit options
Cut-through traffic
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Sub Area 2 - Target Areas for Action
•

Area falls mostly in Norfolk Vision
2100 enhancing economic engines
zone

Key Issues to Address:
•
Brambleton Avenue east and west
of Brambleton Bridge
•
Colley Avenue at Brambleton and
Hampton Boulevard connection
•
Norfolk Fire Station #6
•
Tidewater Elementary
•
Ghent Montessori
•
Ruffner Academy
•

Southern portion of downtown and
neighborhoods along Elizabeth
River access issues
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Sub Area 3 - Target Areas for Action
•
•

Includes small portion of Virginia Beach
Burton Station SGA
Portions also fall in Norfolk Vision 2100
adapting to rising waters/establishing
neighborhoods of the future/designing
new urban centers

Key Issues to Address:
•
West Ocean View Ave. and portions of
Shore Drive flooding
•
Undersized stormwater infrastructure
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Stormwater drains from Lake Bradford and
ditches south of Shore Drive
Flooding of Amphibious Drive on base

Increased impervious surfaces near
East Beach and Chic’s Beach
East Beach neighborhood access
issues
Norfolk International Airport parallel
runway expansion
Recreational boating speeds
Interference into training areas
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Sub Area 4 - Target Areas for Action
Key Issues to Address:
•
Undersized stormwater infrastructure
•
Shore Drive flooding on either side of
Lesner Bridge (Lynnhaven Inlet)
•
Base access constraints
•
Blocked neighborhood access east
and west of Lesner Bridge
•
Fire Station 01/ EMS 22 First
Landing
•
2 electric substations
•
Interference into live fire range areas
from boating and shipping
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Sub Area 5 - Target Areas for Action
•

Includes part of South Oceana Economic
Growth Area

Key Issues to Address:
•
Sandbridge Road flooding causes
redirection of traffic through Dam Neck
Annex
•
Sandbridge community and areas west of
Dam Neck Annex will have potential
access issues
•
1 electric substation off General Booth
Boulevard
•
HRSD Atlantic Treatment Plant
•
Interference into live fire range areas from
boating and shipping

*Extend boundary south to
capture more of
Sandbridge Road
in extent
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Sub Area 6 - Target Areas for Action
•
•
•

•

High degree of flood complaints
Major capital improvement projects
planned in this area
Includes parts of West Oceana
Special Economic Growth Area and
South Oceana Economic Growth
Area
Key connections to NAS Oceana,
Fentress and Dam Neck Annex

Key Issues to Address:
•
Segment of Nimmo Parkway and
some segments of Princess Anne
Boulevard
•
Undersized stormwater infrastructure
•
Potential access issues for Oak
Springs and Brenneman Farm
neighborhoods
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Sub Area 7 - Target Areas for Action
•
•

Major capital improvement projects
planned in this area
Portion falls in Newtown and
Pembroke Strategic Growth Areas

Key Issues to Address:
• Flooding along Military Highway
• Potential access issues affecting
Arrowhead and Woodbine
neighborhoods
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Discussion: Focus Areas

– Feedback on sub area boundaries?
– Are there any metrics that we should be examining that we
didn’t cover?
– Based on the information we’ve discussed, which sub
areas rise to the top as priority areas for action?
– Any other comments?
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Next Steps

Next Steps
– Obtain comments from Phase 3 Analysis

(2/9/18)

– Issue Development and Floodplain Code Assessment

(2/16/18)

– Schedule tailored outreach activities
(questionnaires, meetings) and schedule public meeting

February

– Finalize public meeting presentation and materials
(target mid March for meeting)

(3/2/18)

– Technical Committee Workshop

(late April)
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Schedule
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Thank you

